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Abstract
Political transitions generally refer to political change from one order of leadership
or type of government to another. A political transition is the act or process of
changing and evolving of one form of government to a different type of government 2.
The focus of the transition usually is to present a different order in politics. Most of
the time transitions are chaotic and seek to empower people to ensure their choices,
voice and will is heard and responded to appropriately by the government of the day.
The background idea is that the Roman Republic has been projected by several
historians and scholars as a stable and organized institution. One would then
automatically expect that the transitions were equally orderly. Rome went through
several transitions from a Monarchy to Republic and later Empire. These transitional
periods are the focus of this paper. This paper seeks to show the true character of
these transitions. This paper seeks to examine the character of the political transitions
in Roman republic and establish whether the transitions had anything to do with the
decline of the Roman Empire. The paper attempts to consider whether these
transitions were unstable or seamless. The period under inquiry in this paper
encompasses the Roman Kingdom (753 BCE–509 BCE), Roman Republic (509 BCE–
27 BCE) and Roman Empire (27 BCE–476 CE) until the fall of the western empire.

Introduction
Scholars and historians alike are not in agreement on the exact character of the
transformation of Rome. This calls for adopting different theoretical and
conceptual framework for the study of Rome. This paper will adopt the
following conceptual ideas. First, some scholars who study Rome take a
revisionist view. Revisionists consider the emergence of new facts on what is
commonly known as a historical event and suggest an alteration of the view to
that event3. Their theory begins by questioning historical records which may
1
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including the validity of an event. In regard to Rome, some question its rise
and fall while others theorize the radical break between periods of the Roman
Empire in the history of the Modern east and West4. Even with the elaborate
work of Edward Gibbon (1946)5 historians still disagree on the rise of Roman
Republic as well as the causes of the collapse of the Roman Empire. Gibbon
is one of the leading scholars who has contributed greatly to the narration of
the decline of Roman Empire. Gibbon6 argues that Rome’s progressive loss of
civil and military capacity was taken over by the Barbarian mercenaries who
were recruited to fill a vacuum left by the failure of Rome to defend itself.
Since nothing lasts forever, the question should be why Rome’s dominance
lasted as long as it did.
The second argument is that the decline of the Roman Republic and Empire
was inevitable. The declinist argument consists of different recognizable
rhetoric7. To begin with the declinist view considers a phenomenon or group
of phenomena as illustrative of the seriousness of contemporary decline.
Another view is that it is important to identify an agent a causal role that
spurred the observed decay, in addition to explaining what was wrong in the
decline narratives. Yet other declinist view suggests that there must be a
proposed time period in which the agent of decline appeared and became
entrenched to cause the deterioration however gradual8. The idea is to trace
the decline by presenting unfavorable contrast between contemporary
narratives and the world as it existed prior to appearance of decline. In sum,
there is always an agent in any transition whether internal or external. In this
paper the agent of the rise or and decline will be contextualized to offer better
understanding of the transitions.
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Many factors that led to the transitions from one political order to the other.
There are four themes that can be considered as central to the rise and decline
of the Roman Empire9. In the context of the Empire they include barbarian
invasion, poor performance of the Roman armies, Christianization leading to
the growth of the Church and lastly the failure to accommodate or adjust
political order of governance in the growing empire10. These relate to the
decline of the empire. This paper will focus on the failure to accommodate or
adjust the political order while also acknowledging that all the other factors
did contribute to the eventual collapse of the Roman State.
Transition from Monarchy to Republic
Rome’s era as a monarchy ended in 509 BCE with the overthrow of its seventh
and final King, Lucius Tarquinius Superbus11. It was as a result of internal
revolution that Rome underwent regime change12. The change from monarchy
to republic was gradual and based on a series of events13. First, it all began
with the structure that a king, or at least a sole ruler of some sort, was replaced
by a governmental system in which power was distributed amongst a wider
aristocratic group14. This was not easy since what the aristocratic group and
the institutional reality complicated the order that was established under the
monarchy system and was to be repeated in the Republic15. The composition
of the aristocratic group at that point in time remains open to question. Second,
the rape of Lucretius by the King was one of the reasons for the decline of the
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rule of Tarquinius Superbus and his son Sextus16. Following this ordeal there
was the rise of ‘noble’ men such as Lucius Junius Brutus who strongly
opposed kingship and exceeded his constitutional brief of being an Interrex.
The behavior by Brutus displeased the people in Rome and therefore he could
not be trusted with the power of a King17. The scenario that presented itself
was on the one hand a dislike for Kings and on the other hand an interrex who
could not be trusted. This gave the basis for the idea that power should be in
the hands of more than one person of the aristocratic group later known as the
plebeians and patricians18.
Third, it has been argued that there was a belief that the King was more
vulnerable when the poor and needy were idle19. This gave rise to several ideas
on how to keep the people busy. For instance, the idea for planning of the great
temple to Jupiter on the Capitoline hill are attributed to Tarquinius Priscus is
one of such initiatives. Also, the King would isolate those from the loyal
lineage and those fit for military service. He would then direct to carry out free
public works20. The idea of insisting on forced work by the poor was seen as
an encroachment into the liberty of the Romans. It definitely did not sit well
with all of them and contributed to the negative view of Kings 37. Fourth, the
fall of Kings is attributed to Religion which was at play in the decline of the
monarchy system toward formation of the Republic21. The place of religion
cannot be ignored as a factor for these transitions. Fifth, there was a conspiracy
to bring back the dethroned King to power which was called the Tarquinian
Conspiracy. This led to the use of “the Republic” as the name for the on16
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monarchical period of Roman history from the expulsion of the kings in 509
BCE to the Battle of Actium in 31 CE40.
The Roman Republic
When the Roman Republic was properly constituted the Government it was
organized around religious and philosophical ideas22. The Auctoritas was the
power composed within a group of distinguished people. The word auctoritas
applied to auctor specific function in the political sphere23. Cicero is the main
proponent of the idea of auctoritas. He discusses this subject in the context of
the role of a priestly college in order to address a specific political situation24.
The priestly auctoritas was considered the main pillar in the foundation of the
Republican idea of religion. The Priest exerted a level of influence that other
centers could not manage. Their actions had strong political implications but
can be justified as actions that have religious significance.
The system of governance under the Republic according to Polybius25 was
dived into three categories. First, the consul which was concerned with the
conduct of war and operations the consul needed both the support of the senate
and the citizens. Second, the Senate, which decided whether to approve the
consul plans, whether to retain his service at the end of his tenure or terminates
in the end. Thirdly, the People who were respected and honored the senate in
every aspect. Polybius26 asserts the importance of a mixed system as the sure
way to generate accord for the republic in war and in peace and to achieve the
highest good for society. With the gradual decline of monarchy in Rome the
role of the King was taken up by two consuls of equal power the patrician and
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plebeian27. This readily presents a challenge for governance when power is in
the hands of two people. However, the two held together the Republic28.
Cicero describes the transformation from King to Republic as being a series
of events which had a cyclical character. The ruling power of the state (res
publica), like a ball, was grabbed from the hands of the Kings by tyrants, then
from tyrants by aristocrats or the people, and from aristocrats again by an
oligarchical faction or a tyrant, and as such there was no government that
maintained itself for a long time29.
The transition from monarchy to the republic produced a mixed constitution
which adopted the three forms of government: the aristocratic, democratic and
monarchical models30. Government could therefore take more than one form
as opposed to what was suggested by Aristotle that is, tyranny (for
preservation of Kings), oligarchy (sovereignty of few for wellbeing of many)
and democracy (for interests of the poor)31. The mixed constitution is the only
form of government capable of preserving a political society over the long
term, but not just any mix will do32. Polybius interestingly argues that every
constitutional order contains a vice engendered in it and cannot be separated
from that vice33. Cicero thought was profound such that, Machiavelli would
echo many years later, that all kinds of government are not perfect and are
indeed defective. That the idea of three arms of government being qualified as
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ideal is short-lived since they contain in themselves viciousness seen in most
governments in transition to democracy34.
Transition from Republic to Empire
To understand this transition it would be critical to understand the Roman
society generally35. The interactions between Rome and the Empire offers a
good understanding of Roman society36 Rome began to become a super power
in the region by conquering territory by engaging just war principles37 The
spark that ignited the metamorphosis of Rome from an a normal state to a
Mediterranean hegemony can be traced back to a small incident which led to
the Punic Wars. The first Punic war (264–241 BC) was a small accident
occasioned by a criminal gang that had its enterprise in the Greek city of
Massena at the tip of Sicily38. It is argued that there was a treaty that was
entered into between Carthage and Rome leading to the end of the first Punic
War39. The Second Punic war (218–201 BC) is most remembered for the
Carthaginian general Hannibal's crossing of the Alps in Rome40. This
consolidated the resolve in the Republic which led to the tendency to seek
hegemony. The Third Punic War (149–146 BC) involved an extended siege of
Carthage, which marked the end of the City through utter destruction.
The Second aspect touches on several generals who attempted to introduce
radical reform in Rome’s army. For instance Gaius Marius (156-86BCE) who
was not initially a soldier introduced military reforms. The other reforms were
introduced by Sulla (138-78 BCE) who reorganized the constitutional order
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and placed power back to the upper class in society41. He virtually nullified
the traditional influence of the tribunes of the people by increasing the
membership of senate. Sulla is also famous for introducing the clarity on the
legal system by establishing a clear distinction between criminal and civil
law42. These reforms introduced by Sulla brought back what appears to be an
absolute monarchy type of government. Several years after the death of Sulla,
Crassus, Pompey and Julius Caesar who ruled as what was referred to as the
first triumvirate. Thirdly, the government in the Roman Republic which had
designed checks and balances became characterized by political strife43.
General Gaius Marius and Lucius Cornelius Sulla demonstrated that a
successful general could control Rome solely with the army leading to a
militarized Republic. Maintaining and controlling army in the Republic, being
an expensive affair, was a source of political strife between the different arms
of government44. General Gaius Julius Caesar (100BCE to 44BCE) exploited
the idea of ruling Rome with the army to the greatest extent possible45. He was
able to conquer Gaul and Pompey which led him to being declared dictator for
life.
The Rise of the Roman Empire
To maintain control, Rome had to preserve its military values while instilling
pacifism and submissiveness in its new subjects46. To maintain control several
things were done to ensure submissions by the conquered. First, the conquered
assimilated into Roman society. Many became citizens and, as such, enjoyed
rights and protections47. Second, the Rome no longer had to be so violent with
41
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its subjects. Piracy largely disappeared following the battle of Actium in 31
BC. After the emperor Hadrian (117-138 AD), there were no new provinces
to pacify and fewer rebellions in the older ones48. Third, a profound behavioral
change was spreading through the population. People were less willing to
become soldiers than earlier generations had been, and many would pay gold
or cut off their thumbs to avoid military service49. A new kind of Rome was
emerging, one less interested in violence and more submissive to authority. In
fact, the new Romans were coming to see arrogant, aggressive conduct as
wrong, even wicked.
Lessons from the Decline of the Roman Empire
There have been several attempts in the scholarly works seeking to perpetuate
a narrative that there was an issue with Roman liberties that led to the collapse
or Rome. This is supported by the fact that the Empire became so big for
control. The provinces conquered in Italy, Spain and Mediterranean Africa,
Greece, and the Hellenistic east as far as Euphrates constituted an empire too
great for the Citizen to control without losing the capacity of managing the
Military and civil societies50. The cui bono question is who benefits from the
narrative of the collapse or decline of the Roman Republic? It is difficult to
find an agreement among scholars on which verb to use best to describe the
end of the influence of the Roman Empire. In addition, dating the decline of
the Empire is difficult since it was not a onetime event, it was gradual, and
varied reasons could be contributed to it51. Instead of considering the question
of decline which demonstrates negativity, poverty, and weakness the emphasis
should be on the positive, rich and active period which presents valuable
lessons52. The school of late antiquity adopts the definitive period for the
decline to stretch from the middle of the third to the end of 19th Century CE53.
48
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Such expansive periods readily introduce a challenge since then the
consideration is how factual it could be in the context of the Eastern and
Western Rome. Admittedly deciding what is meant by collapse is a daunting
task.
For purpose of this paper we adopt the three ways to consider dating the
collapse or fall of the empire54. First, the fact that the Empire was shrinking
from maximum extent that had been achieved under Septimius Severus (193211 BCE). Second, Rome is considered as not having political might or being
the most powerful state in the Mediterranean. Third, Rome as not being able
to rule Italy the home ground of the Roman Empire. These three alternatives
bring the dates from 410 BCE to 47655. What is more attractive is to consider
the end of key institutions such as the Roman army in the West. This may
include Emperors such as Romulus Augustus one of the youngest Emperors
who lacked control over the entirety Rome. He is argued to be the last Emperor
in the Western Roman Empire56 It is hard to hinge the collapse of Rome to a
single cause or event. It was a long and rough process through a series of
events some connected, and others interconnected, personalities, and other
internal and external factors57. One of the factors leading to the disintegration
of the empire was existence of a critical fault-line between the imperial
government and the interest of the regional elites. This was unseen but
eventually uncovered if the ties binding Rome together58. Some of the reason
attributed to the decline of the empire are firstly, the empire was big and
impossible for one man to govern so power was shared in one way or the other
with the pyramid with the emperor at the top. The emperor relied on senatorial
aristocracy as well as on his household. When the central institution of power
failed the increased bureaucracy to cope with administration was not helpful,
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instead the provinces created their own armies and leaders5960 The Empire was
prone to fragmentation and division simply because no one could rule it alone.
Secondly, the relationship between the Empire and the cities can be seen as a
relatively harmonious one. But around 200 BCE changes occurred which
ultimately led to the collapse of the Roman Empire in the West61. Some of the
changes include attacks on the Empire by Germans, financial resources from
the cities were lessened and the process of centralization was not effective
operationally among others. Access to the law became impossible for the poor
inhabitants of the Empire because of bribes and charges demanded for
services. The unity of the legal system was pierced by the head of departments
obtaining legal authority from members of the departments62. Christian
communities also founded their own circles of relationships. The growth of
the Empire offers a model which was ultimately dysfunctional due to the
incoherence of the state in the late antiquity. This dominance and integration
which was cascaded downwards to the entire Empire that led to the collapse
of the Roman Empire63.
Thirdly, control of the economic resources was at play in the Roman Empire.
The structural foundation of the economic conditions in Rome were family.
Domination and aristocracy have been aptly demonstrated since the
participation in decision making by the Magistrates, patrons, grown up sons of
the family can be seen as being very essential64. There was a good appreciation
of the role foreigners played in state development as a citizen. The economic
arrangement that was to go with the governance structure did work initially.
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The collection of taxes relied on the convention that existed prior to the Roman
conquest. This was to become a challenge because it could not respond to all
the dynamics of as the Empire extended its dominance.
Fourth, the Roman Empire is portrayed as being orderly which is critical to
appreciation of the effect of dominance65. The Senators and Governors were
indeed central to the administration of justice and command of the military in
the Provinces66. The structure of the administration was not expanded by the
Emperors to respond to the hegemonic tendencies which was to become one
of the fatal flaws leading to the collapse of Roman Empire. The relationship
between Rome and the provinces led to a build-up to the expansion tendencies
without adequately adjusting the governance structure67.
Fifth, the role of the Emperor which was central to the functioning of the
Empire did not adequately respond to the increased governance needs. There
is a good appreciation by the author that the Emperor’s control over the affairs
and festivities of the cities would not be maintained successfully in the context
of increased number of cities and provinces68. It would become unmanageable
to expect that permission for all constructions would be given by the
Emperor69.
Six, the increasing size of the Roman Republic and Empire made tax collection
and management of the Empire very difficult. The Roman Empire grew to
about 2 million square miles, and its population rose to about 54 million70. The
size of the Roman state administration tended to lag behind of the empire, and
the republican administration had too few magistrates to govern the provinces
65
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adequately. The size of the Roman state administration grew substantially
under the Empire71. Under Augustus there were about 150 civil servants in
Rome and 150 senatorial and equestrian administrators with small staffs of
public slaves in the provinces72 Even then its ability to control the provinces
was limited due to poor communications and its small size73
Lastly, one of the famous debates over the collapse of the Roman Empire
involves Religion. The question is whether Christianity destroyed Rome. Or
did Rome destroy itself by pacifying its subjects while more and more
unpacified barbarians pressed on its borders? The answer probably lies
somewhere in-between. All State societies are prone to collapse because their
existence depends on the State’s ability to repress religious and communal
violence74. On the one hand, the State could no longer hold down the potential
for religious violence that still existed among its citizenry and on the other, it
could no longer keep out unpacified populations that lie beyond its borders75.
This new social environment reduces economic output, thus worsening the
initial instability and causing a downward spiral that may spin out of control.
Conclusion
While the ideal state according to Cicero was everlasting, it is not selfsustaining76. Its preservation depends on three pillars: justice, a mixed
constitution, and an active citizenry. The mixed constitution—the best type of
res publica—thus comes to be seen not as the ideal state itself, but a key real-
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world mechanism needed to approach that ideal77. Rome started as a Kingdom
and developed into a power sharing nobility only to fall back to individual rule
which was untenable in practice due to the expansive jurisdiction. Hence the
old adage Rome was not built in a day. Towards the end there existed a tension
between managing the empire in its expansive state and local problems. Also,
the challenge between the internal and external problems were real. Such
problems beset many Empires and in the absence of failure to acknowledge
the instability of expansion, change, adaptation, the eventuality is collapse.
The lesson of Rome is often taken as a warning about collapse that could
happen to any state. Rome is a useful example of collapse because it teaches
us that while historical change happens, modern attempts to explain it can
involve seriously different interpretations of the same evidence. Even with
textual history and contemporary sources commenting on what was
happening, in addition to archaeological evidence, Rome’s collapse is still
debated in terms of whether it even happened, whether there was a clean break,
or whether we should think instead of a period and process of transition and
transformation. One may therefore suggest avail more evidence. Having more
evidence does not necessarily make it any easier to understand a collapse it
can make it much harder. The way we interpret the evidence and the stories
we tell with it are also very much affected by our current concerns. It should
be obvious that, across such a large territory, change took many forms and that
many people, processes, and events were responsible. In examining other
collapses, recalling the complexity of what happened in the Roman Empire
caution should be taken against simple or simplistic explanations and
characterizations of what was happening. Seeing as there was no apocalyptic
collapse of empire that wiped the slate clean or killed everyone off, a great
degree of continuity is assured, but that does not mean there was no imperial
collapse, or that such a collapse was insignificant historically, even if it was a
steady erosion of imperial power that took place in the Rome over a century.
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